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Internet Marketing Strategy
In commercial real estate agency today the impact of
the Internet is significant and real. This then says
that every agent should have a specific Internet
Marketing strategy that applies to their promotional
activities.

Two Specific Elements
There are two specific elements to be considered
when it comes to property promotion and commercial
real estate agency. Consider the following:

Strategy 1


Every property should be directly marketed in a
specific way to attract the enquiry that is required.
When you can optimize the inbound enquiry, you
can do more with inspections and negotiations.

Strategy 2


At a personal level, you should be promoting
yourself on the Internet as a specialist in
commercial real estate agency locally. It is not
sufficient to offer similar services and solutions as
those that are offered by other agents. You need
to stand out as relevant and highly qualified to the
point that you are the agent of choice when it
comes to selling, leasing, or managing quality
listings.

Use the Internet
In many respects the Internet can help you with both
of these issues. It comes down to your
understanding of the process and the commitment
required implementing some key points of focus on a
regular basis. Every day of the week you should do
something on the Internet to improve your profile.

Have a Plan
The Internet is not something that you can start today
and forget about for a few weeks. Building a
successful agent or agency profile on the Internet is
an ongoing and regular daily process. Those agents
that are quite successful in doing this will be seen by
the search engines and that will help when it comes
to the right people finding you and recognizing your
relevance in the local area. For this to be effective,
you do need a plan.

Here are some ideas to help you:
1.
As a general rule, present and pitch your services on
an exclusive listing basis. Over time you will start to
see some greater conversions towards exclusivity.
That will occur when the market recognizes you as
real and relevant to the property type and location.
At the start of your career, open listings may be the
only alternative when it comes to attracting new
business. That being said you should maintain a
focus on exclusivity and build your relevance for that
process. Exclusive listings will come to you when the
market recognizes that you are a top agent
specializing in a property type.

2.
Every listed property should be promoted on the
Internet and most particularly your agency website.
Select the key features of the property that should be
consistent across the marketing campaign. Choose
the keywords from the search engines that are likely
to attract greater hits and enquiry conversions.

3.
The industry portal on the Internet should also be
incorporated into your marketing efforts. That being
said, you will have alternatives when it comes to
priority placement and listing display. It is a known
fact that priority listings and banner listings achieve
much better rates of enquiry. A vendor or client
should pay for this priority placement. You can show
them the benefits of the process through giving them
samples of the internet hit results and averages that
apply when you compare an open listing, an exclusive
listing, a banner listing, and a priority placement. That
will give you the leverage to attract the priority
placement. Always seek vendor paid advertising as
part of the process.

4.
Create a matrix of daily action on the internet
involving listings refreshing, fresh photos on listings,
blogs, editorials, and online articles. All of these
things should occur with a focus on the keywords that
apply to your property type and location. You can
find out what those keywords are by using a
keywords search tool. There are a few available on
the internet. All are of high value to building your
online profile as well as in promoting particular
properties.

Develop Your System
The internet will help you build a professional profile
as a top agent. Develop your system and take the
required action.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This information is prepared as general training information for commercial real estate
practitioners globally. No part of this material may be regarded or relied upon as legal or
specific advice for individual situations. Although all care has been taken in the
preparation of this material, recipients:
· Must not alter their position or refrain from doing so in reliance upon this material; and
· Are urged to seek independent legal advice with respect to the matters traversed in this
material; and
· Are urged to undertake further studies into legislation and practices that apply in their
location.
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